Chicago Style Citation for a Book with 1 Author For Bibliography

[Author's Last Name]                 [Author's First Name]                         [Title of book in italics]

______________________________________________________.

[Subtitle of book, if there is one, also in italics]

______________________, ______: __________________________.

[city where publisher located] [state abbrev]                       [Publishing Company's Name]

(____). 

[copyright date]

For note/citation:

1. Firstname Lastname, Title of Book (Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication), page number.

Chicago Style for an article found online with one author,
or from a library database, no DOI. For Bibliography

[Author's Last Name]                 [Author's First Name]                         [Title of article]

______________________________________________________.”

[title of article continued]

______________________________________________________

[title of journal/magazine in italics] [Volume #] [issue #] [date] [ page numbers]

_____.

Retrieved from ______________________________________

[url of the journal or book or report publisher, you may have to Google it.]
Chicago Style for an article with one author from a library database, with a DOI.

[Author's Last Name]                 [Author's First Name]         [Title of article]

_____________________________:

______________ , ___· _____· “ _________________ 

[title of article continued]  

______________________________ ,(___) (____): ____-
[t title of journal/magazine in italics] [Volume #] [issue #] [date] [page numbers] 

___ . doi: ______________________________

____________________________ [doi:0000000/000000000000]
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